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Abstract | Software requirements speci cations (SRS) are
often validated manually. One such process is inspection, in
which several reviewers independently analyze all or part of
the speci cation and search for faults. These faults are then
collected at a meeting of the reviewers and author(s).
Usually, reviewers use Ad Hoc or Checklist methods to
uncover faults. These methods force all reviewers to rely
on nonsystematic techniques to search for a wide variety of
faults. We hypothesize that a Scenario-based method, in
which each reviewer uses di erent, systematic techniques
to search for di erent, speci c classes of faults, will have a
signi cantly higher success rate.
We evaluated this hypothesis using a 3  24 partial factorial, randomized experimental design. Forty eight graduate
students in computer science participated in the experiment.
They were assembled into sixteen, three-person teams. Each
team inspected two SRS using some combination of Ad Hoc,
Checklist or Scenario methods.
For each inspection we performed four measurements: (1)
individual fault detection rate, (2) team fault detection rate,
(3) percentage of faults rst identi ed at the collection meeting (meeting gain rate), and (4) percentage of faults rst
identi ed by an individual, but never reported at the collection meeting (meeting loss rate).
The experimental results are that (1) the Scenario method
had a higher fault detection rate than either Ad Hoc or
Checklist methods, (2) Scenario reviewers were more e ective at detecting the faults their scenarios are designed to
uncover, and were no less e ective at detecting other faults
than both Ad Hoc or Checklist reviewers, (3) Checklist reviewers were no more e ective than Ad Hoc reviewers, and
(4) Collection meetings produced no net improvement in the
fault detection rate { meeting gains were o set by meeting
losses.
Keywords | Controlled Experiments, Technique and
Methodology Evaluation, Inspections, Reading Techniques

I. Introduction

Victor R. Basili

We are focusing on the methods used to perform the rst
step in this process, fault detection. For this article, we
de ne a fault detection method to be a set of fault detection
techniques coupled with an assignment of responsibilities
to individual reviewers.
Fault detection techniques may range in prescriptiveness
from intuitive, nonsystematic procedures, such as Ad Hoc
or Checklist techniques, to explicit and highly systematic
procedures, such as formal proofs of correctness.
A reviewer's individual responsibility may be general {
to identify as many faults as possible { or speci c { to focus
on a limited set of issues such as ensuring appropriate use
of hardware interfaces, identifying untestable requirements,
or checking conformity to coding standards.
These individual responsibilities may be coordinated
among the members of a review team. When they are
not coordinated, all reviewers have identical responsibilities. In contrast, the reviewers in coordinated teams may
have separate and distinct responsibilities.
In practice, reviewers often use Ad Hoc or Checklist detection techniques to discharge identical, general responsibilities. Some authors, notably Parnas and Weiss[4], have
argued that inspections would be more e ective if each reviewer used a di erent set of systematic detection techniques to discharge di erent, speci c responsibilities.
Until now, however, there have been no reproducible,
quantitative studies comparing alternative detection methods for software inspections. We have conducted such an
experiment and our results demonstrate that the choice of
fault detection method signi cantly a ects inspection performance. Furthermore, our experimental design may be
easily replicated by interested researchers.
Below we describe the relevant literature, several alternative fault detection methods which motivated our study,
our research hypothesis, and our experimental observations, analysis and conclusions.

One way of validating a software requirements speci cation (SRS) is to submit it to an inspection by a team of
reviewers. Many organizations use a three-step inspection
procedure for eliminating faults : detection, collection, and
repair1 . [1], [3] A team of reviewers reads the SRS, identifying as many faults as possible. Newly identi ed faults
are collected, usually at a team meeting, and then sent to A. Inspection Literature
the document's authors for repair.
A summary of the origins and the current practice of
inspections may be found in Humphrey [1]. Consequently,
This work is supported in part by the National Aeronautics and we will discuss only work directly related to our current
Space Administration under grant NSG{5123. Porter and Basili are e orts.
with the Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland 20472. Votta is with the Software Production
Fagan[5] de ned the basic software inspection process.
Research Department, AT&T Bell Laboratories Naperville, IL 60566 While most writers have endorsed his approach[6], [1], Par1 Depending on the exact form of the inspection, they are sometimes
called reviews or walkthroughs. For a more thorough description of nas and Weiss are more critical [4]. In part, they argue
the taxonomy see [1] pp. 171 and [2].
that e ectiveness su ers because individual reviewers are
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Fig. 1. Systematic Inspection Research Hypothesis. This gure represents a software requirements speci cation before and after a
nonsystematic technique, general and identical responsibility inspection and a systematic technique, speci c and distinct responsibility
inspection. The points and holes represent various faults. The line- lled regions indicate the coverage achieved by di erent members
of the inspection team. Our hypothesis is that systematic technique, speci c and coordinated responsibility inspections achieve broader
coverage and minimize reviewer overlap, resulting in higher fault detection rates and greater cost bene ts than nonsystematic methods.

not assigned speci c responsibilities and because they lack
systematic techniques for meeting those responsibilities.
Some might argue that Checklists are systematic because
they help de ne each reviewer's responsibilities and suggest
ways to identify faults. Certainly, Checklists often pose
questions that help reviewers discover faults. However, we
argue that the generality of these questions and the lack of
concrete strategies for answering them makes the approach
nonsystematic.
To address these concerns { at least for software designs
{ Parnas and Weiss introduced the idea of active design
reviews. The principal characteristic of an active design
review is that each individual reviewer reads for a speci c
purpose, using specialized questionnaires. This proposal
forms the motivation for the detection method proposed in
Section II-B.2.
B. Detection Methods

result in more e ective inspections.
To explore this alternative we developed a set of faultspeci c techniques called Scenarios { collections of procedures for detecting particular classes of faults. Each reviewer executes a single scenario and multiple reviewers are
coordinated to achieve broad coverage of the document.
Our underlying hypothesis is depicted in Figure 1: that
nonsystematic techniques with general reviewer responsibility and no reviewer coordination, lead to overlap and
gaps, thereby lowering the overall inspection e ectiveness;
while systematic approaches with speci c, coordinated responsibilities reduce gaps, thereby increasing the overall
e ectiveness of the inspection.
II. The Experiment

To evaluate our systematic inspection hypothesis we designed and conducted a multi-trial experiment. The goals
of this experiment were twofold: to characterize the behavior of existing approaches and to assess the potential bene ts of Scenario-based methods. We ran the experiment
twice; once in the Spring of 1993, and once the following
Fall. Both runs used 24 subjects { students taking a graduate course in formal methods who acted as reviewers. Each
complete run consisted of (1) a training phase in which the
subjects were taught inspection methods and the experimental procedures, and in which they inspected a sample
SRS, and (2) an experimental phase in which the subjects
conducted two monitored inspections.

Ad Hoc and Checklist methods are two frequently used
fault detection methods. With Ad Hoc detection methods,
all reviewers use nonsystematic techniques and are assigned
the same general responsibilities.
Checklist methods are similar to Ad Hoc, but each reviewer receives a checklist. Checklist items capture important lessons learned from previous inspections within an environment or application. Individual checklist items may
enumerate characteristic faults, prioritize di erent faults,
or pose questions that help reviewers discover faults, such
as \Are all interfaces clearly de ned?" or \If input is received at a faster rate than can be processed, how is this
handled?" The purpose of these items is to focus reviewer A. Experimental Design
responsibilities and suggest ways for reviewers to identify The design of the experiment is somewhat unusual. To
faults.
avoid misinterpreting the data it is important to understand the experiment and the reasons for certain elements
C. Hypothesis
of its design 2 .
We believe that an alternative approach which gives individual reviewers speci c, orthogonal detection responsi- 2 See Judd, et al. [7], chapter 4 for an excellent discussion of ranbilities and specialized techniques for meeting them will domized social experimental designs.
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Detection
Method

Round/Speci cation
Round 1
Round 2
WLMS
CRUISE
WLMS
CRUISE
ad hoc
1B, 1D, 1G 1A, 1C, 1E 1A
1D, 2B
1H, 2A
1F, 2D
checklist 2B
2E, 2G
1E, 2D, 2G 1B, 1H
scenarios 2C, 2F
2H
1F, 1C, 2E 1G, 2A, 2C
2H
2F
TABLE I

This table shows the settings of the independent variables. Each team inspects two documents, the WLMS and CRUISE, one
per round, using one of the three detection methods. Teams from the first replication are denoted 1A{1H, teams from the
second replication are denoted 2A{2H.

A.1 Variables
The experiment manipulates ve independent variables:
1. the detection method used by a reviewer (Ad Hoc,
Checklist, or Scenario);
2. the experimental replication (we conducted two separate replications);
3. the inspection round (each reviewer participates in
two inspections during the experiment);
4. the speci cation to be inspected (two are used during
the experiment).
5. the order in which the speci cations are inspected (either speci cation can be inspected rst).
The detection method is our treatment variable. The
other variables allow us to assess several potential threats
to the experiment's internal validity. For each inspection
we measure four dependent variables:
1. the individual fault detection rate,
2. the team fault detection rate 3 ,
3. the percentage of faults rst identi ed at the collection meeting (meeting gain rate), and
4. the percentage of faults rst identi ed by an individual, but never reported at the collection meeting
(meeting loss rate).
A.2 Design
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the Ad
Hoc, Checklist, and Scenario detection methods for inspecting software requirements speci cations.
When comparing multiple treatments, experimenters frequently use fractional factorial designs. These designs systematically explore all combinations of the independent
variables, allowing extraneous factors such as team ability, speci cation quality, and learning to be measured and
eliminated from the experimental analysis.
Had we used such a design each team would have participated in three inspection rounds, reviewing each of three
speci cations and using each of three methods exactly once.
3 The team and individual fault detection rates are the number of
faults detected by a team or individual divided by the total number of
faults known to be in the speci cation. The closer that value is to 1,
the more e ective the detection method. No faults were intentionally
seeded into the speci cations. All faults are naturally occurring.

The order in which the methods are applied and the speci cations are inspected would have been dictated by the
experimental design.
Such designs are unacceptable for this study because
they require some teams to use the Ad Hoc or Checklist
method after they have used the Scenario method. Since
the Ad Hoc and Checklist reviewers create their own fault
detection techniques during the inspection (based on their
experience or their understanding of the checklist), our concern was that using the Scenario method in an early round
might imperceptibly distort the use of the other methods
in later rounds. Such in uences would be undetectable because, unlike the Scenario methods, the Ad Hoc and Checklist methods do not require reviewers to perform speci c,
auditable tasks.
We chose a partial factorial design in which each team
participates in two inspections, using some combination of
the three detection methods, but teams using the Scenario
method in the rst round must continue to use it in the second round. Table I shows the settings of the independent
variables.
A.3 Threats to Internal Validity
A potential problem in any experiment is that some
factor may a ect the dependent variable without the researcher's knowledge. This possibility must be minimized.
We considered ve such threats: (1) selection e ects, (2)
maturation e ects, (3) replication e ects, (4) instrumentation e ects, and (5) presentation e ects.
Selection e ects are due to natural variation in human
performance. For example, random assignment of subjects
may accidentally create an elite team. Therefore, the difference in this team's natural ability will mask di erences
in the detection method performance. Two approaches are
often taken to limit this e ect:
1. Create teams with equal skills. For example, rate each
participant's background knowledge and experience as
either low, medium, or high and then form teams of
three by selecting one individual at random from each
experience category. Detection methods are then assigned to t the needs of the experiment.
2. Compose teams randomly, but require each team to
use all three methods. In this way, di erences in team
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skill are spread across all treatments.
Neither approach is entirely appropriate. Although we
used the rst approach in our initial replication, the approach is unacceptable for multiple replications, because
even if teams within a given replication have equal skills,
teams from di erent replications will not. As discussed in
the previous section, the second approach is also unsuitable
because using the Scenarios in the rst inspection Round
will certainly bias the application of the Ad Hoc or Checklist methods in the second inspection Round.
Our strategy for the second replication and future replications is to assign teams and detection methods on a random basis. However, teams that used Scenarios in the rst
round were constrained to use them again in the second
round. This compromise provides more observations of
the Scenario method and prevents the use of the Scenario
method from a ecting the use of the Ad Hoc or Checklist
methods. However we can't determine whether or not the
teams that used only the Scenarios have greater natural
ability than the other teams.
Maturation e ects are due to subjects learning as the
experiment proceeds. We have manipulated the detection
method used and the order in which the documents are inspected so that the presence of this e ect can be discovered
and taken into account.
Replication e ects are caused by di erences in the materials, participants, or execution of multiple replications.
We limit this e ect by using only rst and second year graduate students as subjects - rather than both undergraduate
and graduate students. Also, we maintain consistency in
our experimental procedures by packaging the experimental procedures as a classroom laboratory exercise. This
helps us to ensure that similar steps are followed for all
replications. As we will show in Section III, variation in
the fault detection rate is not explained by selection, maturation, or replication e ects.
Finally, instrumentation e ects may result from di erences in the speci cation documents. Such variation is impossible to avoid, but we controlled for it by having each
team inspect both documents.
A.4 Threats to External Validity
Threats to external validity limit our ability to generalize
the results of our experiment to industrial practice. We
identi ed three such threats:
1. The subjects in our experiment may not be representative of software programming professionals. Although more than half of the subjects have 2 or more
years of industrial experience, they are graduate students, not software professionals. Furthermore, as students they may have di erent motivations for participating in the experiment.
2. The speci cation documents may not be representative of real programming problems. Our experimental speci cations are atypical of industrial SRS in two
ways. First, most of the experimental speci cation is
written in a formal requirements notation. (See Section II-B.) Although several groups at AT&T and else-

where are experimenting with formal notations [8], [9],
it is not the industry's standard practice. Secondly,
the speci cations are considerably smaller than industrial ones.
3. The inspection process in our experimental design
may not be representative of software development
practice. We have modeled our experiment's inspection process after the one used in several development
organizations within AT&T [10]. Although this process is similar to a Fagan-style inspection, there are
some di erences. One di erence is that reviewers use
the fault detection activity to to nd faults, not just
to prepare for the inspection meeting. Another difference is that during the collection meeting reviewers
are given speci c technical roles such as test expert or
end-user only if the author feels there is a special need
for them.
Our process also di ers slightly from the AT&T process. For example, the SRS authors are not present
at our collection meetings, although, in practice, they
normally would be. Also, industrial reviewers may
bring more domain knowledge to an inspection than
our student subjects did.
To surmount these threats we are currently replicating
our experiment using software professionals to inspect industrial work products. Nevertheless, laboratory experimentation is a necessary rst step because it greatly reduces the risk of transferring immature technology.
A.5 Analysis Strategy
Our analysis strategy had two steps. The rst step was to
nd those independent variables that individually explain
a signi cant amount of the variation in the team detection rate. The second step was to evaluate the combined
e ect of the variables shown to be signi cant in the initial analysis. Both analyses use standard analysis of variance methods (see [11], pp. 165 and 210 or [12]). Once
these relationships were discovered and their magnitude
estimated, we examined other data, such as correlations
between the categories of faults detected and the detection
methods used that would con rm or reject (if possible) a
causal relationship between detection methods and inspection performance.
B. Experiment Instrumentation

We developed several instruments for this experiment:
three small software requirements speci cations (SRS), instructions and aids for each detection method, and a data
collection form.
B.1 Software Requirements Speci cations
The SRS we used describe three event-driven process
control systems: an elevator control system, a water level
monitoring system, and an automobile cruise control system. Each speci cation has four sections: Overview, Speci c Functional Requirements, External Interfaces, and a
Glossary. The overview is written in natural language,
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Omission

Omission

MF

Missing Functionality

MP

Missing Performance

ME

Missing Environment

MI

Misisng Interface

Commission

Commission

AI

Ambiguous Information

II

Inconsistent Information

IF
WS

Incorrect or Extra Func.
Wrong Section

Ad Hoc

Checklist

Data type inconsistencies
1.a Are all data objects mentioned in the ...
2.a Is the object’s specification consistent ...
...

Incorrect functionality
1.a Are all values written to each output ...
1.b Identify at least one function that uses ...
...

Missing (or ambiguous) functionality
1.a Identify the required precision, response ...
2.a Is the specification of these events ...
...

Scenario

Fig. 2. Relationship Between Fault Detection Methods. The gure depicts the relationship between the fault detection methods used
in this study. The vertical extent represents the coverage. The horizontal axis labels the method and represents the degree of detail (the
greater the horizontal extent the greater the detail). Moving from Ad Hoc to Checklist to Scenario there is more detail and less coverage.
The gaps in the Scenario and Checklist columns indicate that the Checklist is a subset of the Ad Hoc and the Scenarios are a subset of
the Checklist.

while the other three sections are speci ed using the SCR
tabular requirements notation [13].
For this experiment, all three documents were adapted to
adhere to the IEEE suggested format [2]. All faults present
in these SRS appear in the original documents or were generated during the adaptation process; no faults were intentionally seeded into the document. The authors discovered
42 faults in the WLMS SRS; and 26 in the CRUISE SRS.
The authors did not inspect the ELEVATOR SRS since it
was used only for training exercises.
B.1.a Elevator Control System (ELEVATOR). [14] describes the functional and performance requirements of a
system for monitoring the operation of a bank of elevators
(16 pages).
B.1.b Water Level Monitoring System (WLMS). [15]
describes the functional and performance requirements of
a system for monitoring the operation of a steam generating
system (24 pages).
B.1.c Automobile Cruise Control System (CRUISE). [16]
describes the functional and performance requirements for
an automobile cruise control system (31 pages).
B.2 Fault Detection Methods
To make a fair assessment of the three detection methods (Ad Hoc, Checklist, and Scenario) each method should
search for a well-de ned population of faults. To accomplish this, we used a general fault taxonomy to de ne the
responsibilities of Ad Hoc reviewers.
The checklist used in this study is a re nement of the
taxonomy. Consequently, Checklist responsibilities are a
subset of the Ad Hoc responsibilities.
The Scenarios are derived from the checklist by replacing individual Checklist items with procedures designed to
implement them. As a result, Scenario responsibilities are
distinct subsets of Checklist and Ad Hoc responsibilities.
The relationship between the three methods is depicted in
Figure 2.

The taxonomy is a composite of two schemes developed
by Schneider, et al. [17] and Basili and Weiss [18]. Faults
are divided into two broad types: omission { in which important information is left unstated and commission { in
which incorrect, redundant, or ambiguous information is
put into the SRS by the author. Omission faults were further subdivided into four categories: Missing Functionality,
Missing Performance, Missing Environment, and Missing
Interface. Commission faults were also divided into four
categories: Ambiguous Information, Inconsistent Information, Incorrect or Extra Functionality, and Wrong Section.
(See Appendix A for complete taxonomy.) We provided a
copy of the taxonomy to each reviewer. Ad Hoc reviewers
received no further assistance.
Checklist reviewers received a single checklist derived
from the fault taxonomy. To generate the checklist we populated the fault taxonomy with detailed questions culled
from several industrial checklists. Thus, the checklist items
are similar in style to those found in several large organizations. All Checklist reviewers used the same checklist.
(See Appendix B for the complete checklist.)
Finally, we developed three groups of Scenarios. Each
group of Scenarios was designed for a speci c subset of the
Checklist items:
1. Data Type Inconsistencies (DF),
2. Incorrect Functionalities (IF),
3. Missing or Ambiguous Functionalities (MF).
After the experiment was nished we applied the Scenarios ourselves to estimate how broadly they covered the
WLMS and CRUISE faults (i.e., what percentage of defects could be found if the Scenarios are properly applied.)
We estimated that the Scenarios address about half of the
faults that are covered by the Checklist. Appendix C contains the complete list of Scenarios.
B.3 Fault Report Forms
We also developed a Fault Report Form. Whenever a
potential fault was discovered { during either the fault de-
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Fig. 3. Reviewer Fault Report Form. This is a small sample of the fault report form completed during each reviewer's fault detection.
Faults number 10 and 11, found by reviewer 12 of team C for the WLMS speci cation are shown.

tection or the collection activities { an entry was made
on the form. The entry included four kinds of information:
Inspection Activity (Detection, Collection); Fault Location
(Page and Line Numbers); Fault Disposition, (Faults can
be True Faults or False Positives); and a prose Fault Description. A small sample of a Fault Report appears in
Figure 3.
C. Experiment Preparation

The participants were given two, 75 minute lectures on
software requirements speci cations, the SCR tabular requirements notation, inspection procedures, the fault classi cation scheme, and the lling out of data collection
forms. The references for these lectures were Fagan [5],
Parnas [4], and the IEEE Guide to Software Requirements
Speci cations [19]. The participants were then assembled
into three-person teams { see Section II-A.3 for details.
Within each team, members were randomly assigned to
act as the moderator, the recorder, or the reader during
the collection meeting.
D. Conducting the Experiment

TOR SRS was not used in the remainder of the experiment.
D.2 Experimental Phase
This phase involved two inspection rounds. The instruments used were the WLMS and CRUISE speci cations
discussed in Section II-B.1, a checklist, three groups of
fault-based scenarios, and the Fault Report Form. The
development of the checklist and scenarios is described in
Section II-B.2. The same checklist and scenarios were used
for both documents.
During the rst Round, four of the eight teams were
asked to inspect the CRUISE speci cation; the remaining
four teams inspected the WLMS speci cation. The detection methods used by each team are shown in Table I.
Fault detection was limited to two hours, and all potential
faults were reported on the Fault Report Form. After fault
detection, all materials were collected.4
Once all team members had nished fault detection, the
team's moderator arranged for the collection meeting. At
the collection meeting, the reader paraphrases each requirement. During this paraphrasing activity, reviewers may
bring up any issues found during preparation or discuss
new issues. The team's recorder maintained the team's
master Fault Report Form. Collection was also limited to
2 hours and the entire Round was completed in one week.
The collection meeting process is the same regardless of
which fault detection method was used during fault detection.

D.1 Training
For the training exercise, each team inspected the ELEVATOR SRS. Individual team members read the speci cation and recorded all faults they found on a Fault Report
Form. Their e orts were restricted to two hours. Later we
met with the participants and answered questions about 4
For each round, we set aside 14 two-hour time slots during which
the experimental procedures. Afterwards, each team con- inspection
tasks could be done. Participants performed each task
ducted a supervised collection meeting and lled out a mas- within a single
two-hour session and were not allowed to work at
ter Fault Report Form for the entire team. The ELEVA- other times.
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Rev
Method
42 Data inconsistency
43 Incorrect functionality
44 Missing functionality
Team
Scenario
Key

Sum
9
6
18
23

1
0
0
0
0
AH

2
0
1
0
1
DT

...

21
0
0
1
0
MA

...

32
0
0
0
1
AH

...

41
0
0
0
0
DT

42
0
0
0
0
AH

Fig. 4. Data Collection for each WLMS inspections. This gure shows the data collected from one team's WLMS inspection. The
rst three rows identify the review team members, the detection methods they used, the number of faults they found, and shows their
individual fault summaries. The fourth row contains the team fault summary. The fault summaries show a 1 (0) where the team or
individual found (did not nd) a fault. The fth row contains the fault key which identi es those reviewers who were responsible for
the fault (AH for Ad Hoc only; CH for Checklist or Ad Hoc; DT for data type inconsistencies, Checklist, and Ad Hoc; IF for incorrect
functionality, Checklist and Ad Hoc; and MF for missing or ambiguous functionality, Checklist and Ad Hoc). Meeting gain and loss rates
can be calculated by comparing the individual and team fault summaries. For instance, fault 21 is an example of meeting loss. It was
found by reviewer 44 during the fault detection activity, but the team did not report it at the collection meeting. Fault 32 is an example
of meeting gain; it is rst discovered at the collection meeting.
Rev
42
43
44
Team
Key

Method
Ad Hoc
Ad Hoc
Ad Hoc
Ad Hoc

Sum
7
6
4
10

1
0
0
0
0
AH

2
1
1
0
1
MF

...

14
0
0
0
1
AH

...

17
0
0
0
0
AH

...

25
1
1
0
1
AH

26
0
0
0
0
DT

Fig. 5. Individual and Team Fault Summaries (CRUISE). This gure shows the data collected from one team's CRUISE inspection.
The data is identical to that of the WLMS inspections except that the CRUISE has fewer faults { 26 versus 42 for the WLMS { and the
fault key is di erent.

The second Round was similar to the rst except that their fault detection activity. Together with the fault key
teams who had inspected the WLMS during Round 1 in- it is used to assess whether or not each detection technique
spected the CRUISE in Round 2 and vice versa.
improves the reviewer's ability to identify speci c classes
of faults.
III. Data and Analysis
We measure the value of collection meetings by comparing the team and individual fault summaries to determine
A. Data
the meeting gain and loss rates. One team's individual and
Three sets of data are important to our study: the fault team fault summaries, and the fault key are represented in
key, the team fault summaries, and the individual fault Figures 4 and Figure 5.
summaries.
Our analysis is done in three steps: (1) We compared
The fault key encodes which reviewers are responsible for the team fault detection rates to determine whether the
each fault. In this study, reviewer responsibilities are de- detection methods have the same e ectiveness. (2) We anned by the detection techniques a reviewer uses. Ad Hoc alyzed the performances of individual reviewers to underreviewers are responsible (asked to search for) for all faults. stand why some methods performed better than others. (3)
Checklist reviewers are responsible for a large subset of the Finally, we analyzed the e ectiveness of collection meetings
Ad Hoc faults5. Since each Scenario is a re nement of sev- to further understand di erences in each method's perforeral Checklist items, each Scenario reviewer6 is responsible mance.
for a distinct subset of the Checklist faults.
The team fault summary shows whether or not a team B. Analysis of Team Performance
discovered a particular fault. This data is gathered from Figure 6 summarizes the team performance data. As dethe fault report forms lled out at the collection meetings
the Scenario detection method resulted in the highand is used to assess the e ectiveness of each fault detection picted,
est
fault
detection rates, followed by the Ad Hoc detection
method.
method,
and nally by the Checklist detection method.
The individual fault summary shows whether or not a reTable
II
presents a statistical analysis of the team perforviewer discovered a particular fault. This data is gathered
mance
data
outlined in Section II-A.5. The independent
from the fault report forms each reviewer completed during variables areaslisted
from the most to the least signi cant.
5 i.e., faults for which an Ad Hoc reviewer is responsible.
The Detection method and Speci cation are signi cant,
6 i.e., reviewers using Scenarios.
but the Round, Replication, and Order are not.

0.6

0.8
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Scen
R2
R1

E2
E1

WC
CW

Round

Replication

Order

0.4

Ad Hoc
Check

CRUISE

Method

Specification

0.0

0.2

RATE

WLMS

All Data

VARIABLE
Mon Apr 11 12:32:47 CDT 1994

Fig. 6. Fault Detection Rates by Independent Variable. The dashes in the far left column show each team's fault detection rate for
the WLMS and CRUISE. The horizontal line is the average fault detection rate. The plot demonstrates the ability of each variable to
explain variation in the fault detection rates. For the Speci cation variable, the vertical location of WLMS (CRUISE) is determined by
averaging the fault detection rates for all teams inspecting WLMS (CRUISE). The vertical bracket, ], to the right of each variable shows
one standard error of the di erence between two settings of the variable. The plot indicates that both the Method and Speci cation are
signi cant; but Round, Replication, and Order are not.

Independent
Variable
Detection Method { treatment
Speci cation{ instrumentation
Inspection round { maturation
Experimental run { replication
Order { presentation
Team composition { selection

SST

T

SSR

R

.200 2
.163 1
.007 1
.007 1
.003 1
.289 15

.359
.396
.551
.551
.003
.268

29
30
30
30
30
16

(SST =T )(R =SSR ) Signi cance
Level
8.064
< :01
12.338
< :01
.391
.54
.391
.54
.141
.71
1.151
.39

TABLE II

Analysis of Variance for Each Independent Variable. The analysis of variance shows that only the choice of detection
method and specification significantly explain variation in the fault detection rate. Team composition is also not
significant.

Next, we analyzed the combined Instrumentation and
Treatment e ects. Table III shows the input to this analysis. Six of the cells contain the average detection rate for
teams using each detection method and speci cation (3 detection methods applied to 2 speci cations). The results of
this analysis, shown in Table IV, indicate that the interaction between Speci cation and Method is not signi cant.
This means that although the average detection rates varied for the two speci cations, the e ect of the detection
methods is not linked to these di erences. Therefore, we
reject the null hypothesis that the detection methods have
no e ect on inspection performance.

C. E ect of Scenarios on Individual Performance

We initially hypothesized that increasing the specialization and coordination of each reviewer's responsibilities
would improve team performance. We proposed that the
Scenario would be one way to achieve this. We have shown
above that the teams using Scenarios were the most e ective. However, this did not establish that the improvement
was due to increases in specialization and coordination, and
not to some other factor.
Some alternative explanations for the observed improvement could be (1) the Scenario reviewers responded to some
perceived expectation that their performance should improve; or (2) the Scenario approach improves individual
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Speci cation
Detection Method
Ad Hoc
Checklist
Scenario
WLMS
.5 .38 .29 .5 .48 .45
.29 .52 .5 .33 .74 .57 .55 .4 .62 .55
(average)
.43
.41
.57
Cruise
.46 .27 .27 .23 .38 .23 .35 .19 .31 .23 .23 .5 .42 .42 .54 .35
(average)

.31

.24

.45

TABLE III

Team Fault Detection Rate Data. The nominal and average fault detection rates for all 16 teams.

E ect
SST T SSR R (SST =T )(R =SSR ) Signi cance
Level
Detection Method .200 2 .212 26
12.235
< :01
Speci cation
.143 1 .212 26
17.556
< :01
MethSpec
.004 2 .212 26
.217
.806
TABLE IV

Analysis of Variance of Detection Method and Speci cation. This table displays the results of an analysis of the variance
of the average detection rates given in Table III.

performance regardless of Scenario content. Consequently,
our concern is to determine exactly how the use of Scenarios a ected the reviewer's performance. To examine this,
we formulated two hypothesis schemas.

H1: Method X reviewers do not nd any more
X faults than do method Y reviewers.
 H2: Method X reviewers nd either a greater
or smaller number of non X faults than do
method Y reviewers.



with regard to those faults for which they are explicitly
responsible. Consequently, the argument that the Scenario reviewers' improved performance was primarily due
to raised expectations or unknown motivational factors is
not supported by the data.
C.2 Rejecting the General Improvement Argument
Another possibility is that the Scenario approach rather
than the content of the Scenarios was responsible for the
improvement.
Each Scenario targets a speci c set of faults. If the reviewers using a type X Scenario had been no more e ective
at nding type X faults than had reviewers using non-X
Scenarios, then the content of the Scenarios did not signi cantly in uence reviewer performance. If the reviewers
using a type X Scenario had been more e ective at nding non-X faults than had reviewers using other Scenarios,
then some factor beyond content caused the improvement.
To explore these possibilities we compared the Scenario reviewers' individual fault summaries with each other.
Looking again at Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII we see that
each group of Scenario reviewers was the most e ective at
nding the faults their Scenarios were designed to detect,
but was generally no more e ective than other Scenario reviewers at nding faults their Scenarios were not designed
to detect. Since Scenario reviewers showed improvement
in nding only the faults for which they were explicitly
responsible, we conclude that the content of the Scenario
was primarily responsible for the improved reviewer performance.

C.1 Rejecting the Perceived Expectation Argument
If Scenario reviewers performed better than Checklist
and Ad Hoc reviewers on both scenario-targeted and nonscenario-targeted faults, then we must consider the possibility that their improvement was caused by something
other than the scenarios themselves.
One possibility was that the Scenario reviewers were
merely reacting to the novelty of using a clearly di erent
approach, or to a perceived expectation on our part that
their performance should improve. To examine this we analyzed the individual fault summaries to see how Scenario
reviewers di ered from other reviewers.
The detection rates of Scenario reviewers are compared
with those of all other reviewers in Tables V, VI, VII
and VIII. Using the one and two-sided Wilcoxon-MannWhitney tests [20], we found that in most cases Scenario
reviewers were more e ective than Checklist or Ad Hoc
reviewers at nding the faults the scenario was designed
to uncover. At the same time, all reviewers, regardless of
which detection method each used, were equally e ective
at nding those faults not targeted by any of the Scenarios.
Since Scenario reviewers could not have known the fault D. Analysis of Checklists on Individual Performance
classi cations, it is unlikely that their reporting could have
The scenarios used in this study were derived from the
been biased. Therefore these results suggest that the de- checklist. Although this checklist targeted a large numtection rate of Scenario reviewers shows improvement only ber of existing faults, our analysis shows that the perfor-
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Reviewers Using Method Finding Faults of Type Compared with Reviewers using Method
Detection
Method
DT

Number
Reviewers
6

Fault
Population
DT

Number
Present
14

MF

6

MF

5

IF

6

IF

5

CH

12

CH

38

AH

18

AH

42
TABLE V

DT
MF
IF
CH
.02
.06
.01
(6.5) (3) (4.5) (4)
.07
.12
.02
(0.5) (2)
(1)
(0)
.01
.01
.04
(0)
(1) (1.5) (1)
.95
.86
.89
(10.5) (11) (12.5) (8)
.91
.84
.75
.37
(12) (12.5) (13) (9.5)

AH
.02
(4)
.04
(1)
.01
(1)
.51
(10)
(11)

Signi cance Table for H1 hypotheses: WLMS inspections. This table tests the H1 hypothesis - Method X reviewers do not
find any more X faults than do method Y reviewers - for all pairs of detection methods. Each row in the table
corresponds to a population of reviewers and the population of faults for which they were responsible, i.e., method X
reviewers and X faults. The last five columns correspond to a second reviewer population, i.e., method Y reviewers. Each
cell in the last five columns contains two values. The first value is the probability that H1 is true, using the one-sided
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. The second value { in parentheses { is the median number of faults found by the method Y
reviewers.

Reviewers Using Method Finding Faults of Type Compared with Reviewers using Method
Detection
Method
DT

Number
Reviewers
5

Fault
Population
DT

Number
Present
10

MF

5

MF

1

IF

5

IF

3

CH

12

CH

24

AH

21

AH

26
TABLE VI

DT
(6)
NA
(0)
NA
(0)
> :99
(8)
.96
(8)

MF
.05
(3)
(0)
NA
(0)
.95
(5)
.50
(5)

IF CH
.03 < :01
(2) (1)
NA NA
(0) (0)
NA
(0) (0)
.93
(4) (2.5)
.41 .02
(5) (3)

AH
.02
(3)
NA
(0)
NA
(0)
.98
(5)
(5)

Signi cance Table for H1 hypotheses: CRUISE inspections. This analysis is identical to that performed for WLMS

inspections. However, we chose not to perform any statistical analysis for the Missing Functionality and Incorrect
Functionality faults because there are too few faults of those types.

mance of Checklist teams were no more e ective than Ad
Hoc teams. One explanation for this is that nonsystematic
techniques are dicult for reviewers to implement.
To study this explanation we again tested the H1 hypothesis that Checklist reviewers were no more e ective
than Ad Hoc reviewers at nding Checklist faults. From
Tables V and VI we see that even though the Checklist targets a large number of faults, it does not actually improve
a reviewer's ability to nd those faults.

Sometimes agrant errors are found during : : :
[fault detection], but in general, the number of
errors found is not nearly as high as in the : : :
[collection meeting] operation.
From a study of over 50 inspections, Votta [3] collected
data that strongly contradicts this assertion. In this Section, we measure the bene ts of collection meetings by comparing the team and individual fault summaries to determine the meeting gain and meeting loss rates. (See Figure 4
and Figure 5).
E. Analysis of Collection Meetings
A \meeting gain" occurs when a fault is found for the
In his original paper on software inspections Fagan [5] rst time at the collection meeting. A \meeting loss" ocasserts that
curs when a fault is rst found during an individual's fault
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Reviewers Using Method Finding Faults of Type Compared with Reviewers using Method
Detection
Method
DT

Number
Reviewers
6

Fault
Population
DTc

Number
Present
28

MF

6

MFc

37

IF

6

IFc

37

CH

12

CHc

4

AH

18

AHc

0
TABLE VII

DT MF
IF
CH
.92
.82
.50
(4.5) (9) (7.5) (5.5)
.87
.83
.56
(11) (9.5) (12.5) (8.5)
.66 .53
.24
(11) (12) (11.5) (8.5)
.12 .28
.35
(0.5) (1)
(1)
(1)
NA NA NA NA
(0) (0)
(0)
(0)

AH
.64
(6)
.64
(10)
.27
(10)
.07
(1)
{
(0)

Signi cance Table for H2 hypothesis: WLMS inspections. This table tests the H2 hypothesis - Method X reviewers find a

greater or smaller number of non X faults than do method Y reviewers - for all pairs of detection methods. Each row in
the table corresponds to a population of reviewers and the population of faults for which they were not responsible - i.e.,
method X reviewers and non X faults (the complement of the set of X faults). The last five columns correspond to a
second reviewer population, i.e., method Y reviewers. Each cell in the last five columns contains two values. The first
value is the probability that H2 is true, using the two-sided Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. The second value is the median
number of faults found by the method Y reviewers.

Reviewers Using Method Finding Faults of Type Compared with Reviewers using Method
Detection
Method
DT

Number
Reviewers
5

Fault
Population
DTc

Number
Present
16

MF

5

MFc

25

IF

5

IFc

23

CH

12

CHc

2

AH

21

AHc

0
TABLE VIII

DT
(2)
.96
(8)
.96
(8)
NA
(0)
NA
(0)

MF
.59
(2)
{
(5)
.41
(4)
NA
(1)
NA
(0)

IF CH
.86 .37
(3) (2)
.33 .06
(4) (3)
{ .44
(5) (2.5)
NA {
(0) (0)
NA NA
(0) (0)

AH
.46
(2)
.62
(5)
.57
(5)
NA
(0)
{
(0)

Signi cance Table for H2 hypothesis: CRUISE inspections. This analysis is identical to that performed for WLMS

inspections. However, we chose not to perform statistical analysis for the non Checklist faults because there are too few
faults of that type.

detection activity, but it is subsequently not recorded during the collection meeting. Meeting gains may thus be
o set by meeting losses and the di erence between meeting gains and meeting losses is the net improvement due
to collection meetings. Our results indicate that collection
meetings produce no net improvement.
E.1 Meeting Gains
The meeting gain rates reported by Votta were a negligible 3:9  :7%. Our data tells a similar story. (Figure 7
displays the meeting gain rates for WLMS inspections.)
The mean gain rate is 4:7  1:3% for WLMS inspections
and 3:1  1:1% for CRUISE inspections. The rates are not

signi cantly di erent. It is interesting to note that these results are consistent with Votta's earlier study even though
Votta's reviewers were professional software developers and
not students.
E.2 Meeting Losses
The average meeting loss rates were 6:8  1:6% and
7:7  1:7% for the WLMS and CRUISE respectively. (See
Figure 8.) One cause of meeting loss might be that reviewers are talked out of the belief that something is a fault.
Another cause may be that during the meeting reviewers
forget or can not reconstruct a fault found earlier.
This e ect has not been previously reported in the lit-
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Checklist
Scenario
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Percent of Faults Found At Review
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12
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5

10

15

Review Number

Fig. 7. Meeting Gains for WLMS Inspections. Each point represents the meeting gain rate for a single inspection, i.e., the number of
faults rst identi ed at a collection meeting divided by the total number of faults in the speci cation. Each rate is marked with symbol
indicating the inspection method used. The vertical line segment through each symbol indicates one standard deviation in the estimate
(assuming each fault was a Bernoulli trial). This information helps in assessing the signi cance of any one rate. The average meeting
gain rate is 4 7  1 3% for the WLMS. (3 1  1 1% for the CRUISE.)
:

:

:

:

erature. However, since the interval between the detection
and collection activities is usually longer in practice than
it was in our experiment (one to two days in our study versus one or two weeks in practice), this e ect may be quite
signi cant.
E.3 Net Meeting Improvement
The average net meeting improvement is :9  2:2 for
WLMS inspections and 1:2  1:7 for CRUISE inspections.
(Figure 9 displays the net meeting improvement for WLMS
inspections.) We found no correlations between the loss,
gain, or net improvement rates and any of our experiment's
independent variables.
IV. Summary and Conclusions

Hoc or Checklist methods, the Scenario method did
not compromise their ability to detect other classes of
faults. (however, the scenarios appeared to be better suited to the fault pro le of the WLMS than the
CRUISE. This indicates that poorly designed scenarios may lead to poor inspection performance.)

3. The Checklist method { the industry standard,

was no more e ective than the Ad Hoc detection method.
4. On the average, collection meetings contributed nothing to fault detection e ectiveness.

The results of this work have important implications for
software practitioners. The indications are that overall inspection performance can be improved when individual reviewers use systematic procedures to address a small set
of speci c issues. This contrasts with the usual practice,
in which reviewers have neither systematic procedures nor
clearly de ned responsibilities.
Economical experimental designs are necessary to allow
replication in other environments with di erent populations. For software researchers, this work demonstrates the
feasibility of constructing and executing inexpensive experiments to validate fundamental research recommendations.

Our experimental design for comparing fault detection
methods is exible and economical, and allows the experimenter to assess several potential threats to the experiment's internal validity. In particular, we determined that
neither maturation, replication, selection, or presentation
e ects had any signi cant in uence on inspection performance. However, di erences in the SRS did.
From our analysis of the experimental data we drew several conclusions. As with any experiment these conclusions
apply only to the experimental setting from which they are
drawn. Readers must carefully consider the threats to exV. Future Work
ternal validity described in Section II-A.4 before attemptThe experimental data raise many interesting questions
ing to generalize these results.
1. The fault detection rate when using Scenar- for future study.
ios was superior to that obtained with Ad  In many instances a single reviewer found a fault, but
Hoc or Checklist methods { an improvement
the fault was not subsequently recorded at the collecof roughly 35%.
tion meeting. Are single reviewers sometimes forget2. Scenarios helped reviewers focus on speci c
ting to mention faults they observed, or is the reviewer
fault classes. Furthermore, in comparison to Ad
being talked out of the fault at the team meeting?
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Fig. 8. Meeting Loss Rate for WLMS Inspections. Each point represents the meeting loss rate for a single inspection. The meeting loss
rate is the number of faults rst detected by an individual reviewer divided by the total number of faults in the speci cation. Each rate
is marked with a symbol indicating the inspection method used. The vertical line segment through each symbol indicates one standard
deviation in the estimate of the rate (assuming each fault was a Bernoulli trial). This information helps in determining the signi cance
of any one rate. The average team loss rate is 6 8  1 6% for the WLMS. (7 7  1 7% for CRUISE).
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Fig. 9. Net Meeting Improvement for WLMS. Each symbol indicates the net meeting improvement for a single inspection. The average
net meeting improvement rate is 9  2 2 for the WLMS. ( 1 2  1 7 for the CRUISE). These rates are not signi cantly di erent from
0.
:







:

:

What are the signi cant suppression mechanisms affecting collection meetings?
Very few faults are initially discovered during collection meetings. Therefore, in view of their impact on
development interval (calendar time to complete development), are these meetings worth holding?
More than half of the faults are not addressed by the
Scenarios used in this study. What other Scenarios are
necessary to achieve a broader fault coverage?
There are several threats to this experiment's external validity. These threats can only be addressed by
replicating and reproducing these studies. Each new
run reduces the probability that our results can be

:



explained by human variation or experimental error.
Consequently, we are creating a laboratory kit (i.e.,
a package containing all the experimental materials,
data, and analysis) to facilitate replication. The kit is
available via anonymous ftp at ftp.cs.umd.edu.
Finally, we are using the lab kit to reproduce the experiments with other university researchers in Japan,
Germany, Italy, and Australia and with industrial developers at AT&T Bell Laboratories and Motorola Inc.
These studies will allow us to evaluate our hypotheses
with di erent populations of programmers and di erent software artifacts.
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II. Checklist Method

General
Are the goals of the system de ned?
Are the requirements clear and unambiguous?
Is a functional overview of the system provided?
Is an overview of the operational modes provided?
Have the software and hardware environments been
speci ed?
If assumptions that a ect implementation have been
made, are they stated?
Have the requirements been stated in terms of inputs,
outputs, and processing for each function?
Are all functions, devices, constraints traced to requirements and vice versa?
Are the required attributes, assumptions and constraints of the system completely listed?
 Omission
{ Missing Functionality
 Are the described functions sucient to meet the
system objectives?


{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
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 Are all inputs to a function sucient to perform

2. For each data object appearing in the external interthe required function?
face section determine the following information:
 Are undesired events considered and their required
 Object name:
responses speci ed?
 Class: (e.g., input port, output port, application vari Are the initial and special states considered (e.g.,
able, abbreviated term, function)
system initiation, abnormal termination)?
 Data type: (e.g., integer, time, boolean, enumera{ Missing Performance
tion)
 Can the system be tested, demonstrated, analyzed,
 Acceptable values: Are there any constraints, ranges,
or inspected to show that it satis es the requirelimits for the values of this object
ments?
 Failure value: Does the object have a special failure
 Have the data type, rate, units, accuracy, resoluvalue?
tion, limits, range and critical values
 Units or rates:
 for all internal data items been speci ed?
 Initial value:
 Have the accuracy, precision, range, type, rate,
(a) Is the object's speci cation consistent with its deunits, frequency, and volume of inputs and outscription in the overview?
puts been speci ed for each function?
(b) If object represents a physical quantity, are its units
{ Missing Interface
properly speci ed?
 Are the inputs and outputs for all interfaces su(c) If the object's value is computed, can that compucient?
tation generate a non-acceptable value?
 Are the interface requirements between hardware, 3. For each functional requirement identify all data obsoftware, personnel, and procedures included?
ject references:
{ Missing Environment
(a) Do all data object references obey formatting con Have the functionality of hardware or software inventions?
teracting with the system been properly speci(b) Are all data objects referenced in this requirement
ed?
listed in the input or output sections?
 Commission
(c) Can any data object use be inconsistent with the
{ Ambiguous Information
data object's type, acceptable values, failure value,
 Are the individual requirements stated so that they
etc.?
are discrete, unambiguous, and testable?
(d) Can any data object de nition be inconsistent with
 Are all mode transitions speci ed deterministicly?
the data object's type, acceptable values, failure
{ Inconsistent Information
value, etc.?
 Are the requirements mutually consistent?
 Are the functional requirements consistent with the B. Incorrect Functionality Scenario
overview?
 Are the functional requirements consistent with the 1. For each functional requirement identify all input/output data objects:
actual operating environment?
(a)
Are all values written to each output data object
{ Incorrect or Extra Functionality
consistent
with its intended function?
 Are all the described functions necessary to meet
(b)
Identify
at
least one function that uses each output
the system objectives?
data
object.
 Are all inputs to a function necessary to perform
2. For each functional requirement identify all speci ed
the required function?
system events:
 Are the inputs and outputs for all interfaces nec(a)
Is the speci cation of these events consistent with
essary?
their
intended interpretation?
 Are all the outputs produced by a function used by
3.
Develop
an invariant for each system mode (i.e. Unanother function or transferred across an exterder
what
conditions must the system exit or remain in
nal interface?
a given mode)?
{ Wrong Section
(a) Can the system's initial conditions fail to satisfy
 Are all the requirements, interfaces, constraints,
the initial mode's invariant?
etc. listed in the appropriate sections.
(b) Identify a sequence of events that allows the system to enter a mode without satisfying the mode's
III. Scenarios
invariant.
(c)
Identify a sequence of events that allows the system
A. Data Type Consistency Scenario
to enter a mode, but never leave (deadlock).
1. Identify all data objects mentioned in the overview
(e.g., hardware component, application variable, abC. Ambiguities Or Missing Functionality Scenario
breviated term or function)
(a) Are all data objects mentioned in the overview 1. Identify the required precision, response time, etc. for
listed in the external interface section?
each functional requirement.
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